
This tutorial prepared by

the request of Ginger Jiang

Tutorial

Hanging your brand nameplate or 
“handmade” plate on your bag is a
decorative alternative to installing the 
plate directly onto your bag.

In fact many top fashion designers 
hang signature tags from their bags.

Here’s how to make one. in leather 
or cork.
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How To Determine Tag Size
While above states an initial rectangular cut (based on Wallet 
Hardware nameplates), you can use any scrap at least 1 ½” 
larger than your hardware all the way around, . You will be 
cutting the glued-together tag to size after you’ve attached your 
metal nameplate. Here are the guidelines I use to cut my tags.
• Add ½” to each side of plate.
• Add ½” to the bottom of plate
• Add ¾” to the top of plate  (where the hole gets punched)
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LEATHER CRAFT – OBLONG PUNCH TOOLS
Top: C.S. Osborne #151 
Bottom:  TandyLeather Oblong Punch

LEATHER CRAFT - ROLLER
Available on Amazon.com or where
leather craft items are sold.

ADHESIVES

Leather Glue
A leather contact cement glue is best, such as such as Barge or 
WeldWood). While toxic they work the best for a no-sew tag. To 
avoid these, you can use a water-based contact cement, but you will 
need to then stitch around the tag edge to secure the layers together. 

Fabric Glue
If you are using cork, try using a fabric glue such as Beacons Fabric-
Tac. You need enough to keep hardware in place and the layers 
together for cutting.  

Materials
These dimensions/materials are based on the ”handmade” 
plates from Wallet Hardware. However you can make the tag 
to your desired size using the diagram below
• Metal Name Plate 1.75” x 3/8”
• Tag Fabric:  Leather or Cork Cut 2: 3 ½” long x 3” wide
• Interfacing:  Decovil Light 1.5” long x ¾” wide

(enough to cover the back hardware plate/prongs)

Leather and Cork will work best for this tag. You may consider 
using vinyl if it is a stiff vinyl. (Marine-type vinyls do not have 
the necessary rigidity. Leather that is 2.5 - 3 ounces works 
nicely, and stiffer tempers work best.

LEATHER CRAFT – CORNER ROUND PUNCH
Available on Amazon.com or where
leather craft items are sold.

SIDE

Tools & Supplies
• Rotary Cutter
• Cutting Mat and/or punch board
• Seam Ripper or narrow blade
• Mallet (non-metal)
• Sharp scissor
• Corner rounding punch (or you can 

round corners manually)
• 3/8 Oblong hole punch (or you can use a ¼” round 

punch)
• A roller or other non-marring heavy tool.
• Edge Coat Paint & Applicator or Q-Tip 
• Contact Cement Adhesive Glue and glue spreader

(or Fabric Tac for use with Cork)
• Masking Tape

WATER-BASED CONTACT CEMENT
[NON-TOXIC / REQUIRES SEWING]

PERMANENT CONTACT CEMENT
[TOXIC / FOR NO-SEW]

LEATHER CRAFT TOOLS

Available on Amazon or where leather-craft tools are sold.

Available on Amazon or where leather-craft tools are sold.

EDGE COAT PAINT AND APPLICATOR
Available on Amazon.com or where
leather craft items are sold.
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1. Fabric
Cut 2 pieces of your fabric so they are large enough for your tag. Allow 
approximately 1.5 inches larger than your tag all the way around.

a) One will be the hardware side  fabric.
b) The other will be the backing fabric.

2. Decovil Light Interfacing

a) Cut 1 as ”Washer Template”...
to the size of your hardware backing washer. Use the plate to trace out the 
shape. And use it to mark where you will make your holes for the hardware 
prongs. (This piece gets glued to the wrong side of your fabric before you 
punch your holes and install the plate.)

Use the washer top mark the slits/holes you will use to insert the hardware 
prongs. 

b) Cut 1 as “Backing Cover” to ¼” larger all around than your hardware 
plate which will be larger than the washer. This piece gets glued/attached 
after your hardware is installed to cover and the sharp edges from your 
prongs/washer, and also helps keep it in place.

3. Spread glue onto the wrong sides of both pieces of fabric. (While you 
continue to work it should tack up. You’ll have about 15 minutes.

4. Hardware Fabric
Place Decovil Light Washer Template onto glue side of Fabric 1a.
Punch your holes, and install your nameplate.

5. After prongs have been folded down, then cover them with the Decovil 
Backing Cover. Use a few drops of glue to hold this in place.

6. Backing Fabric
Place the backing fabric with glue-sides together on top of the Hardware 
Fabric.

7. Use your roller or fingers to press the fabric together around the edges of the 
plate to fix the glued pieces together and remove any air bubbles. Let this sit 
for 5-10 minutes.

Wrong/Glue Side

Wrong/Glue Side

Wrong/Glue Side

Wrong/Glue Side

Wrong/Glue Side

Right/Front Side
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7. Cut Tag To Finished Size
Using a small ruler and rotary cutter, cut out the size of your name tag. 

I like to do this one side at a time and tape it down on my mat using some 
masking tape to make sure it doesn’t shift. 

8. Round/Shape Corners
Use your corner punch (or manually use your scissors) to slightly round the 4 
corners.

If you’ve used cork instead of leather, now is a good time to sew around
the edges using a 1/8” topstitch.

9. Hang Hole
Measure where you will punch the hold. Use some masking tape to hold the 
fabric in place  for cutting...

...then punch your hole.

10. Edge coat all sides, and also inside the hole.
And you’re done!
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